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Probing the Uncanny Valley with
the Eye Size Aftereffect

Abstract

Natural human faces with abnormal visual features produce uncomfortable impres-

sions, but artificial faces (e.g., robotic faces) do not necessarily do so. This is an ex-

ample of the phenomenon called the uncanny valley. We hypothesized that this

phenomenon indicates that natural and artificial faces are processed by different

perceptual mechanisms, or they are processed differently by common mechanisms.

We tested these hypotheses using a facial aftereffect where prolonged observation

of adaptation faces with enlarged eyes induced a bias to underestimate the eye size

of test faces. The results showed that adaptation to natural stimuli induced the af-

tereffect for both natural and artificial test stimuli. This suggests that the two types

of faces engage common perceptual mechanisms. Adaptation to artificial stimuli also

induced the aftereffect for natural test stimuli. However, artificial stimuli required a

longer adaptation period (120 s) for the aftereffect to be induced compared to

natural stimuli (60 s), suggesting that the processing of artificial faces by the human

visual system may be inefficient. The uncanny valley may reflect that artificial faces

are processed inefficiently by perceptual mechanisms that are common for process-

ing natural and artificial faces.

1 Introduction

Humanoid robots can be designed so that they can display social signals
as humans do, such as bodily gestures and facial expressions. A benefit of such
a potential human-likeness is that human users can communicate with robots
in the same manner as they do with other humans. In fact, one direction in the
development of humanoid robots is toward robots that are indistinguishable
from humans, that is, androids (e.g., Hanson, 2006; Ishiguro, 2005; Ishiguro
& Nishio, 2007; Kobayashi, Ichikawa, Senda, & Shiba, 2003). The same holds
true for cases where human users communicate with artificial human-like char-
acters in virtual reality. In response to recent advances in robotics and com-
puter graphics, the communication between humans and artificial humans has
become a developing research topic (e.g., Arita, Hiraki, Kanda, & Ishiguro,
2005; Bailenson, Yee, Patel, & Beall, 2008; Gong, 2008; Hinds, Roberts, &
Jones, 2004; Ishiguro; Ishiguro & Nishio; Minato, Shimada, Ishiguro, &
Itakura, 2004; Nowak, Hamilton, & Hammond, 2009).

In the present study, we focused on human observers’ perceptual responses
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to the faces of artificial humans and natural humans.
The artificial faces in this study are human-like faces,
such as the faces of robots and dolls. On the other
hand, the natural faces simply are faces of real people.
The purpose of this study was to investigate whether
artificial faces and natural faces engage common percep-
tual mechanisms or separate ones. There is a belief that
human observers respond to artificial human-like objects
in the same manner as to natural humans (see Nomura,
2009). If this belief is literarily true, natural and artificial
faces should engage common perceptual mechanisms,
and human observers’ responses to artificial humans
should be able to be understood based on the extensive
psychological findings about human-human interac-
tions. However, if human responses to artificial humans
are essentially different from responses to natural hu-
mans, then there is a possibility that natural and artificial
faces engage separate perceptual mechanisms. Then,
researchers would need to determine the uniqueness of
the perceptual and cognitive responses to artificial hu-
mans.

Ambiguous visual patterns such as clouds and noise
patterns can produce the perception of meaningful ob-
jects (e.g., Gosselin & Schyns, 2003; Wild & Busey,
2004). This phenomenon, called pareidolia, is often
explained using examples of the perception of faces
(Melcher & Bacci, 2008). This may suggest that the
human visual system has a strong tendency to extract
faces from various visual patterns. In fact, the human
visual system accepts various types of artificial objects as
faces (examples can be seen in Carlotto, 1988; Robert
& Robert, 2000), particularly when the configurations
of the objects’ constituents satisfy first-order relations of
faces (i.e., a nose above a mouth, and two eyes above
the nose; Maurer, Le Grand, & Mondloch, 2002), or
when they merely show left-right symmetry and top-
bottom asymmetry (Turati, 2004). This broadly tuned
nature may serve as the basis of the human ability to
understand artificial representations of human faces,
such as emoticons (e.g., (∧_∧), (*o*)), cartoon faces,
faces of robots and dolls, faces rendered by computer
graphics techniques, as well as faces of nonhuman ani-
mal species. In spite of such a broadly tuned nature,
people can distinguish between natural and artificial

faces. For example, people perceive that some artificial
faces are quite similar to natural faces, but others are
not. Artificial faces’ similarity to natural faces is referred
to here as the degree of realism (also referred to as hu-
man likeness or the degree of anthropomorphism in
past literature).

In most psychological studies on the perception and
cognition of faces, “faces” implicitly implied natural
faces of humans, except where the perception of animal
faces was investigated (e.g., Nagayama & Seyama, 2002;
Pascalis, de Haan, & Nelson, 2002; Quinn, Palmer, &
Slater, 1999; Roy & Christenfeld, 2004). Thus, in the
studies on the perception and cognition of natural hu-
man faces, the most typical stimulus images are portrait
photographs of people. These can present any types of
facial characteristics (e.g., Ekman & Friesen, 1975) in
nearly perfect detail except for temporal characteristics.
However, experimental stimuli in past studies also in-
volved artificially produced facial images such as simple
line drawings, sketches, modified photographs, and
computer graphics images of faces.

Several types of artificial face stimuli can be consid-
ered as theoretical variations of natural faces. Average
faces (Perrett et al., 1998; Rubenstein, Langlois, &
Roggman, 2002), morphed faces (Blanz & Vetter,
1999; Leopold, O’Toole, Vetter, & Blanz, 2001; Web-
ster, Kaping, Mizokami, & Duhamel, 2004), and virtual
busts (Bailenson, Beall, Blascovich, & Rex, 2004) gen-
erated from data sets of real human faces are examples
of such artificial faces. Their natural physical appearances
may validate them to be used as stimuli in natural face
studies. In contrast, simplified stimuli such as line draw-
ings are drastically dissimilar to natural faces. Neverthe-
less, they have been frequently used as stimuli for natu-
ral face studies. One reason to use such stimuli is that
various types of intervening variables can be controlled
easily for simple artificial faces (Horstmann, 2007; Lep-
panen & Hietanen, 2004; Ohman, Lundqvist, & Es-
teves, 2001). Thus, simple artificial stimuli have been
used as convenient alternatives to natural faces. How-
ever, the use of the artificial faces in natural face studies
needs to be validated because the equivalence between
natural and artificial faces is not unconditionally assured.
Nonetheless, such validations have rarely been con-
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ducted in past psychological studies (e.g., Wilson, Loff-
ler, & Wilkinson, 2002).

If the human visual system processes natural and arti-
ficial faces equivalently, we do not need to bother about
the effect of the degree of realism. However, in the un-
canny valley hypothesis proposed by Mori (1970), the
degree of realism was considered as an important factor
that could influence human observers’ impression of
artificial human-like objects. Mori used a graph to ex-
plain his hypothesis (Figure 1). The abscissa of the
graph represents the degree of realism of human-like
objects. For example, androids that are indistinguishable
from natural humans are mapped at the right end of the
abscissa. The ordinate represents human observers’ im-
pression of the human-like objects. The positive range
of the ordinate corresponds to comfortable (or pleasant)
impressions, and the negative range corresponds to un-
comfortable (or unpleasant) impressions. In the un-
canny valley hypothesis, human observers’ impression of
artificial human-like objects is assumed to vary non-
monotonically as a function of the degree of realism.
The increase in the comfort level with the degree of re-
alism implies that Mori believed that people would feel
more comfortable about objects with higher degrees of
realism than with lower degrees of realism. The most
characteristic point in the graph is the valley that is
placed where the human-like objects are almost, but not
perfectly, identical to natural humans. The valley implies

that Mori thought people would feel extremely uncom-
fortably about human-like objects that are too similar to
real humans.

Researchers have attempted to empirically reproduce
Mori’s (1970) hypothetical graph (Bartneck, Kanda,
Ishiguro, & Hagita, 2007; Hanson, 2006; MacDorman
& Ishiguro, 2006). Since Mori’s original hypothesis was
not written formally, it needs reinterpretation to be
tested empirically. Seyama and Nagayama (2007) rein-
terpreted the effect of the degree of realism described in
the uncanny valley hypothesis as a perceptual tendency
in which the impact of visual features that can poten-
tially induce uncomfortable impressions are reduced for
faces with lower degrees of realism. Artificial faces have
visual features that deviate from natural human faces. If
their deviated visual features are perceived as facial ab-
normalities, they may produce uncomfortable impres-
sions. However, if artificial faces do not efficiently pro-
duce uncomfortable impressions as assumed by Seyama
and Nagayama, then human observers’ impressions of
artificial faces do not drop into the negative range in
Mori’s hypothetical graph except nearly at the right end
of the abscissa.

Although the uncanny valley hypothesis is applicable
to the entirety of artificial humanlike objects (e.g., im-
pression of prosthetic hands), Seyama and Nagayama’s
(2007) study involved only face perception. Participants
in their study observed faces with eyes that were en-
larged to 150% of their original size, and rated their im-
pressions of the faces. Such abnormally huge eyes in-
duced uncomfortable (unpleasant) impressions for faces
with higher degrees of realism. However, enlarging the
eyes of faces with lower degrees of realism induced un-
comfortable (unpleasant) impressions only weakly or
not at all. MacDorman, Green, Ho, and Koch (2009)
also reported a similar effect of the degree of realism for
the enlargement of the eyes.

The findings reported by Seyama and Nagayama
(2007) and MacDorman et al. (2009) suggest that the
human visual system processes artificial faces differently
than natural faces, at least in relation to the perceptual
evaluation of abnormality of eye size. Other studies also
provided evidence that supports the idea that artificial
and natural faces are processed in different manners. In

Figure 1. The uncanny valley graph proposed by Mori (1970).
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a functional brain imaging study (Haji, Nose, Seyama,
& Taira, 2006), participants observed images of faces
whose eyes were manipulated in the same manner as in
Seyama and Nagayama’s study. It was found that chang-
ing the size of the eyes induced different cortical activi-
ties for natural and artificial faces. In addition to the
effect of realism influencing the impression of the en-
largement of the eyes, MacDorman et al. also found
that the criteria used to evaluate facial proportions dif-
fered for artificial and natural faces. In their study, the
best-looking facial proportions (eye separation and face
height) varied depending on the degree of realism. They
also reported that the facial proportions may have been
judged based on different perceptual sensitivities (see
also Green, MacDorman, Ho, & Vasudevan, 2008).

It is still uncertain why natural and artificial faces are
processed differently. This issue can be addressed from
various perspectives. For example, past studies assumed
that the physical appearances of artificial humans are
inadequate stimuli for the perceptual mechanisms of
threat avoidance (pathogen avoidance), shared circuits
for empathy, and evaluation of attractiveness, because
the mechanisms of visual social cognition have evolved
to process the physical appearances of natural humans
(for review, see MacDorman et al., 2009). MacDorman
and Ishiguro (2006) proposed an explanation at a more
cognitive level by referring to terror management theory
(Greenberg, Pyszczynski, & Solomon, 1986). They as-
sumed that human-like robots elicit fears of death, and
that the uncanny valley reflects human observers’ psy-
chological defense responses against the reminders of
death. Nowak and Biocca (2003) reported a nonintui-
tive finding similar to the uncanny valley. Faces of ava-
tars with higher degrees of realism produced a weaker
sense of presence than those with lower degrees of real-
ism. They explained that this was because observers had
various expectations from avatars with higher degrees of
realism, but the sense of presence was weakened when
these expectations were not met. Although these expla-
nations provide insight into understanding the percep-
tual and cognitive differences between natural and artifi-
cial faces, the present study addressed this issue from the
perspective of the structure of perceptual mechanisms.

We propose two hypotheses. Our first hypothesis is

that natural and artificial faces engage separate percep-
tual mechanisms, each of which has a unique nature.
Such separate mechanisms may process faces based on
different evaluation criteria for facial abnormalities,
and/or different sensitivities to facial characteristics. It
has often been assumed that faces engage a processing
mechanism that is specialized for faces, but other ob-
jects engage a domain-general processing mechanism
(Farah, Wilson, Drain, & Tanaka, 1998; Kanwisher,
McDermott, & Chun, 1997; Moscovitch, Winocur, &
Behrmann, 1997). As described later, the stimuli used
in our study were produced from photographs of doll
faces and masks. Such photographs provide ample visual
clues indicating that the photographed subjects are in-
animate manmade objects. In this sense, they are cate-
gorically more similar to houses, cars, and kettles rather
than to body parts (i.e., faces) of living humans. If artifi-
cial faces are perceived as general objects, they are likely
to engage the domain-general processing mechanism.
They may be cognitively reinterpreted as faces at higher
processing stages. In summary, this hypothesis assumes
that the human visual system processes natural and arti-
ficial faces as essentially nonequivalent objects belonging
to different categories.

Our second hypothesis is the alternate hypothesis to
the first: that natural and artificial faces engage common
processing mechanisms, which may include one that is
specialized for faces. Under this hypothesis, artificial
faces are assumed to be perceived as faces possessing
artificial visual features rather than as general objects
that are more or less similar to natural faces. However,
additional assumptions are necessary in order to explain
the nonequivalence between natural and artificial faces
reported in past studies. The past findings may be ex-
plained by assuming, for example, that natural and arti-
ficial faces are processed based on different evaluation
criteria within the common mechanisms, and/or that
the common mechanisms process the visual characteris-
tics of natural and artificial faces with different sensitivi-
ties. Our second hypothesis with the additional assump-
tions can be summarized as positing that the processing
of both natural and artificial faces engages common
mechanisms, but they are treated in different manners.

To test whether natural and artificial faces engage
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common mechanisms or not, we measured a variant of
the face distortion aftereffect (Webster & MacLin,
1999). The face distortion aftereffect is a phenomenon
that occurs after a prolonged observation of a distorted
face (adaptation face). Faces that are presented after the
observation of the adaptation face are called test faces.
In general, test faces appear to be distorted in a manner
opposite to the adaptation face’s distortion. For exam-
ple, Webster and MacLin found that when an adapta-
tion face was distorted expansively, an undistorted test
face appeared to be contracted. Similar types of facial
aftereffects have also been reported (Leopold et al.,
2001; Morikawa, 2005; Rhodes, Jeffery, Watson, Clif-
ford, & Nakayama, 2003; Seyama, 2006; Seyama &
Nagayama, 2006; Webster et al., 2004). In the present
study, the distortion was applied locally only to the eyes,
which were enlarged in the same manner as the stimuli
used by Seyama and Nagayama (2007). We predicted
that after observation of adaptation faces with enlarged
eyes, the eyes of test faces would be perceived to be
smaller in size than before the adaptation. We call this
localized face distortion aftereffect the eye size afteref-
fect.

Facial aftereffects are assumed to reflect calibration
(or renormalization) of neural mechanisms related to
the processing of the adaptation face (Leopold &
Bondar, 2005; Webster et al., 2004; Webster & Mac-
Lin, 1999). The effect of calibration induced by the ad-
aptation face will transfer to the test face, if the test face
engages the same neural mechanisms as the adaptation
face. In the present study, the eye size aftereffect was
measured by using natural faces as adaptation stimuli
and artificial faces as test stimuli, and vice versa. If natu-
ral and artificial faces engage common mechanisms,
then the eye size aftereffect should transfer between nat-
ural and artificial faces.

2 Experiment 1

2.1 Method

The procedure of this experiment consisted of ad-
aptation phases followed by test trials. In the adaptation
phases, participants observed adaptation faces with huge

eyes as inducers for the eye size aftereffect. The adapta-
tion faces were natural faces or artificial faces (between-
participants design). In test trials, participants observed
natural test stimuli with various eye sizes, and evaluated
whether the eye size of each stimulus was abnormally
large or not. Based on participants’ judgments, the
boundaries between normal and abnormal eye sizes
were estimated as an index for the eye size aftereffect.

2.1.1 Participants. Fifty participants accessed
the author’s webpage and agreed to participate in the
experiment on the internet (mean age 20.5 years; 16
males, 33 females, and one who did not disclose sex).
Since the webpage was written in Japanese, participants
were assumed to have been Japanese.

2.1.2 Stimuli. Stimuli were generated based on
photographs of natural and artificial faces. For the natu-
ral face stimuli, three male and three female volunteers
were photographed. These photographs were adjusted
so that the centers of the left and right pupils aligned
along a horizontal line, and the distance between the
pupils was 120 pixels. For the artificial face stimuli, six
dolls (or masks) were photographed (three male and
three female faces). Two were photographed by the au-
thors, and the others were obtained from a commer-
cially available photo collection (Masks, Corel Photo
CD #550000).

Each artificial face was paired with one of the natural
faces, so that the paired faces had the same sex. Each
artificial face was modified so that it had the same eye
size and the same face width as its paired natural face
(Figure 2) by using morphing software (MorphMan
4.0, STOIK Software). In this process, 222 to 325 con-
trol points were manually placed on the faces to define
the correspondence within each face pair. The outer
contours of the upper half of the faces and the hairlines
corresponded only roughly, because they were drasti-
cally different. Most control points were placed along
the face lines in the lower half of the faces and the inter-
nal facial features. The natural faces are denoted as N1–
N6, and the paired artificial faces are denoted as A1–A6,
respectively. These face images were the same as those
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used by Seyama and Nagayama (2007), except for N2
(A2) and N4 (A4).

Since the artificial faces were warped to have natural
shapes, there was a possibility that they had relatively
higher degrees of realism. However, we confirmed in a
preliminary study that the artificial faces with natural
shapes had sufficiently low degrees of realism (see Ap-
pendix).

2.1.2.1 Adaptation Stimuli. Adaptation stimuli
were produced in two steps based on natural and artifi-
cial faces. First, the eyes of each face were scaled to
150%, and then the whole face was scaled down to
66.7% [Figures 3(a) and (b)]. This procedure ensured
that the absolute sizes of the eyes were unchanged (i.e.,
original eye size � 1.5 � 0.667 � original eye size).

Artificial faces whose eyes were hidden [Figure 3(c)]
were also used as adaptation stimuli.

2.1.2.2 Test Stimuli. The test stimuli were natural
faces (N1–N6). Their eye sizes varied from 100% (origi-
nal size) to 150% in increments of 2.5%.

2.1.3 Procedure. The experiment was web-
based. Each participant executed the program on a web
browser. The program displayed a 512 � 512 pixels
square region, where the stimuli were presented on a
uniform gray background, and buttons were below the
stimulus region. The pixel value of the gray background
was set to 64 of 256 levels for red, green, and blue (the
display gamma for each online participant was not
known).

Figure 2. Top: Artificial faces A1–A6, from left to right. Bottom: Natural faces N1–N6. Actual stimuli were color images.

Figure 3. Examples of the stimuli. (a–c) Adaptation stimuli with eyes enlarged to 150% and with eyes hidden, produced from natural face

N3 and artificial face A3. (d–e) The boundary eye size for N3 before (d) and after (e) adaptation to natural faces with 150% eye size.
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At the beginning of a measurement session, partici-
pants observed the adaptation stimuli for about 60 s
(adaptation phase). During the adaptation phase, three
adaptation stimuli were presented (N1–N3, N4–N6,
A1–A3, or A4–A6). The three stimuli were presented
10 times in random order with duration of 2 s and an
inter-stimulus-interval (ISI) of 100 ms. A fixation point
was not used. Participants were instructed simply to ob-
serve the faces without looking away from them.

Test trials began after the adaptation phase. In each
trial, a test stimulus was presented for 1500 ms. Below
the stimulus region were two buttons, which contained
the Japanese words for “not too large” (dekasuginai)
and “too large” (dekasugiru). The participants’ task was
to click one of these buttons based on their impression
whether the eyes of the test stimulus were too large for
normal human eyes, or not too large. The next test trial
started 500 ms after a button was clicked.

The adaptation and the test stimuli had different
identities. For participants who observed N1–N3 or
A1–A3 as the adaptation stimuli, the test stimuli were
N4–N6, and for those who observed N4–N6 or A4–A6
as the adaptation stimuli, the test stimuli were N1–N3.
The eye size of each test stimulus was initialized to
100%, and then varied in response to participants’ judg-
ments based on a PEST rule (Taylor & Creelman,
1967). When participants clicked the “not too large”
button, the eye size for the next trial was increased by a
certain step size, and when they clicked the “too large”
button, the eye size was decreased. The step size was
initialized to 10%, and it was halved when participants’
responses shifted between “not too large” and “too
large.” The PEST sequence terminated when the step
size reached 1.25%, and the eye size at the final state of
the PEST sequence was recorded as an estimate of the
boundary between normal and abnormal eye sizes. The
PEST sequences for the three test stimuli were ran-
domly interleaved. After every three test trials, a short
top-up adaptation phase was inserted, during which the
three adaptation stimuli were presented in random or-
der (for about 6 s).

Each participant first completed a baseline measure-
ment session, and then an aftereffect measurement ses-
sion. In the baseline measurement session, the natural

faces with the original eye sizes (100% eye size) served
as adaptation stimuli. The adaptation stimuli were
N1–N3 for half of the participants, and N4–N6 for the
others. Undistorted adaptation stimuli are not expected
to induce the face distortion aftereffect (Webster & Mac-
Lin, 1999). Thus, participants’ responses measured in
this session served as the preadaptation baselines.

The aftereffect measurement session started immedi-
ately after the baseline measurement session. At the be-
ginning of this session, participants observed the natural
adaptation faces with 100% eye sizes again for about
60 s in order to reduce any carryover effect from the
baseline measurement session. The procedure for this
session was identical to the baseline measurement ses-
sion except for the adaptation stimuli. The adaptation
stimuli were natural faces with 150% eye size for 20 par-
ticipants [natural face adaptation condition, Figure
3(a)], artificial faces with 150% eye size for 20 partici-
pants [artificial face adaptation condition, Figure 3(b)],
and artificial faces whose eyes were hidden for 10 partic-
ipants [eyes hidden condition, Figure 3(c)].

2.2 Results and Discussion

For each participant, the boundary eye sizes ob-
tained from the three test stimuli were averaged. In the
baseline measurement session, the boundary eye size
averaged across participants was 116.3% (SD � 9.1).

For each participant, the aftereffect magnitude was
obtained by subtracting the boundary eye size in the
baseline measurement session from the boundary eye
size in the aftereffect measurement session. Figure 4(a)
shows the mean aftereffect magnitude for each adapta-
tion condition. The natural face adaptation condition
and the artificial face adaptation condition yielded mean
aftereffect magnitudes that were significantly higher
than zero (M � 11.9, SD � 3.8, t(19) � 13.9, p � .01,
Cohen’s d � 3.11; and M � 3.5, SD � 5.0, t(19) �

3.14, p � .01, Cohen’s d � 0.70, respectively).
The positive aftereffect magnitudes indicate that the

boundary eye size increased after the observation of the
adaptation stimuli with enlarged eyes. For example, in
the natural face adaptation condition, the boundary eye
size for N3 in the baseline measurement session was
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121% [Figure 3(d)], but it increased to 134% in the af-
tereffect measurement session [Figure 3(e)]. Thus, for
this face, participants underestimated the eye size by
13% after adaptation to the natural faces with enlarged
eyes. It should be noted again that the eyes of the adap-
tation stimuli were enlarged to 150%, but their absolute
sizes were unchanged. In other words, the eye sizes of
the adaptation stimuli should be interpreted as relative
sizes (in relation to the face widths). Thus, the eye size
aftereffect reflects adaptation that occurred at processing
stages where facial features are represented by relative
sizes. Adaptations that are induced at early processing
stages where visual features are represented retinotopi-
cally do not explain the eye size aftereffect.

In the eyes hidden condition, the adaptation stimuli
did not present the eyes. Nevertheless, this condition
also produced a mean aftereffect magnitude that was
significantly higher than zero [M � 4.6, SD � 5.9,
t(9) � 2.47, p � .05, Cohen’s d � 0.78]. In this condi-
tion, only the test stimuli presented the eyes. Therefore,
the significant aftereffect is attributable to the observa-
tion of the eyes of the test stimuli. This suggests that

natural faces can induce the eye size aftereffect quite
efficiently, because the eyes of the natural test stimuli
were presented only briefly, and their sizes were close to
the boundary eye sizes (��150%) during the PEST se-
quence.

The observation of the natural test stimuli may have
also induced the eye size aftereffect in the natural face
adaptation condition and in the artificial face adaptation
condition. Thus, not only the adaptation stimuli but
also the test stimuli could have contributed to the in-
duction of the eye size aftereffect in these two condi-
tions. The contribution from the adaptation stimuli
alone can be evaluated by comparing the aftereffect
magnitudes in these two conditions with that in the eyes
hidden condition, which reflects the contribution from
the test stimuli alone. The aftereffect magnitude in the
natural face adaptation condition was significantly differ-
ent from that in the eyes hidden condition [t(28) �

4.07, p � .0003, Cohen’s d � 1.46]. However, the af-
tereffect magnitude in the artificial face adaptation con-
dition was not significantly different from the eyes hid-
den condition [t(28) � �0.55, p � .59, Cohen’s d �

Figure 4. Mean magnitudes of the eye size aftereffect obtained in Experiments 1 (a) and 2 (b). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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0.21]. These results indicate that the aftereffect magni-
tude in the artificial face adaptation condition was
mainly induced by the natural test stimuli. In other
words, the artificial adaptation stimuli did not contrib-
ute to the induction of the eye size aftereffect in this
experiment.

Two contradictory interpretations can be used to ex-
plain the results of Experiment 1. The first is that natu-
ral and artificial faces are processed by separate percep-
tual mechanisms, and that adaptation induced in the
mechanism that processes artificial adaptation stimuli do
not transfer to the mechanism that processes natural test
stimuli. If this interpretation were valid, natural adapta-
tion stimuli would not induce the eye size aftereffect for
artificial test stimuli. The second interpretation is that
although artificial faces are processed by the same mech-
anism as natural faces, and while they do have the po-
tential to induce the eye size aftereffect, the conditions
of Experiment 1 were not sufficient for artificial faces to
induce the aftereffect to a measurable degree. There-
fore, the possibility that the transfer of the eye size after-
effect from artificial adaptation stimuli to natural test
stimuli would be observed under different experimental
conditions (e.g., longer adaptation phase, and larger eye
size of adaptation stimuli) could not be ruled out. In
the following two experiments, we tested the transfer of
the eye size aftereffect from natural adaptation stimuli
to artificial test stimuli (Experiment 2), and from artifi-
cial adaptation stimuli to natural test stimuli under dif-
ferent conditions (Experiment 3).

3 Experiment 2

3.1 Method

The methods of Experiment 2 were identical to
Experiment 1, except that the artificial faces were used
as test stimuli, and the eyes hidden condition was not
conducted. The test stimuli of Experiment 1 produced
from the natural faces N1–N3 were replaced with the
artificial faces A1–A3, and those produced from N4–N6
were replaced with A4–A6.

Participants were 56 individuals who accessed the au-
thor’s webpage (mean age 22.3 years, 35 females and

21 males). They were instructed to imagine natural faces
that had eyes of the same sizes as the artificial test stim-
uli, and to decide whether such eyes were too large or
not. The adaptation stimuli in the aftereffect measure-
ment session were the natural faces for half of the partic-
ipants, and the artificial faces for the others.

3.2 Results and Discussion

The results from participants who made extreme
responses in the baseline measurement session and/or
the aftereffect measurement session were excluded from
the analyses. The extreme responses were defined as
consistently clicking for all three test stimuli the “not
too large” button, even when the eyes were enlarged to
150%. Six participants were excluded based on this crite-
rion. Their data were replaced by other new partici-
pants. The same criterion did not exclude any partici-
pants in Experiment 1. The difference in the ratio of
excluded participants between Experiment 2 (6/56)
and Experiment 1 (0/50) was significant (Fisher’s exact
probability test, p � .05, Cohen’s h � 0.67). This sug-
gests that the perceptual sensitivity to eye size was lower
for artificial faces than for natural faces.

Figure 4(b) shows the mean aftereffect magnitudes
obtained in Experiment 2. The natural face adaptation
condition yielded a mean aftereffect of 7.0% (SD �

12.2), which was significantly higher than zero [t(27) �

3.05, p � .01, Cohen’s d � 0.57]. In the artificial face
adaptation condition, however, the aftereffect magni-
tude of �0.2% (SD � 8.4) was not significantly differ-
ent from zero [t(27) � .15, p � .88, Cohen’s d �

0.03]. These aftereffect magnitudes were significantly
different from each other [t(54) � 2.59, p � .012, Co-
hen’s d � 0.69].

The transfer of the eye size aftereffect from the natu-
ral adaptation stimuli to the artificial test stimuli was
confirmed in this experiment. This finding negates the
hypothesis that natural and artificial faces engage sepa-
rate perceptual mechanisms, and supports the alternate
hypothesis that they engage common perceptual mecha-
nisms.

The results of Experiments 1 and 2 consistently
showed that artificial adaptation stimuli did not induce
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the eye size aftereffect. One factor that can influence the
magnitude of facial aftereffects is the similarity between
the adaptation and test stimuli (Yamashita, Hardy, De-
Valois, & Webster, 2005). In the artificial face adapta-
tion condition in Experiment 1, the adaptation stimuli
(artificial faces) were dissimilar to the test stimuli (natu-
ral faces), and the eye size aftereffect was not induced
significantly. However, the similarity between adapta-
tion and test stimuli does not solely explain the results
of Experiments 1 and 2. The significant induction of the
eye size aftereffect in the natural face adaptation condi-
tion in Experiment 2 indicates that the natural and arti-
ficial faces used in this study were sufficiently similar to
each other for the induction of the eye size aftereffect.
It should be noted that the similarity between the adap-
tation stimuli and the test stimuli in the artificial face
adaptation condition in Experiment 1 was identical to
that in the natural face adaptation condition in Experi-
ment 2. Nevertheless, the artificial adaptation stimuli in
Experiment 1 did not induce the eye size aftereffect.
Furthermore, in Experiment 2, even when both the ad-
aptation and the test stimuli were artificial faces, the eye
size aftereffect was not induced significantly. These re-
sults consistently indicate that artificial faces were ineffi-
cient in inducing the eye size aftereffect independently
of the similarity between the adaptation and test stimuli.

4 Experiment 3

The results of Experiment 2 suggested that natural
and artificial faces engage common perceptual mecha-
nisms. Therefore, the possibility that the eye size afteref-
fect would transfer from artificial adaptation stimuli to
natural test stimuli still remains. This transfer was not
observed in the artificial face adaptation condition in
Experiment 1, possibly because Experiment 1 was not
sufficiently sensitive to demonstrate the transfer of the
aftereffect from artificial adaptation stimuli to natural
test stimuli. Thus, in Experiment 3, we attempted to
identify the appropriate conditions for this transfer, by
modifying the conditions of Experiment 1 in three
ways. Firstly, the adaptation phase was extended from
60 s to 120 s. Secondly, we made the experimental con-

ditions simpler, by using only one adaptation stimulus
and one test stimulus. Thirdly, we made the partici-
pants’ task simpler, by using the method of limits in-
stead of the PEST procedure.

4.1 Method

4.1.1 Participants. Participants were 48 individ-
uals who accessed the author’s webpage (mean age 23.6
years, 33 females and 13 males; two participants did not
disclose sex).

4.1.2 Stimuli. Stimuli were produced from the
artificial face A5 and the natural face N5, in the same
manner as in Experiments 1 and 2.

4.1.3 Procedure. At the beginning of a mea-
surement session, participants observed the adaptation
stimuli for 120 s, and then the test trial began. In the
test trial, the boundary eye size between “not too large”
and “too large” was measured in an ascending series
using the method of limits. The test stimuli were pro-
duced from a natural face N5. At the beginning of the
test trial, a test stimulus with a certain eye size was pre-
sented for 1500 ms. After the test stimulus disappeared,
two buttons (“not too large” and “too large”) were
presented. When participants clicked the “not too
large” button, a test stimulus with the eye size increased
by 2.5% was presented for 1500 ms, and then disap-
peared. This procedure was repeated until participants
clicked the “too large” button. The eye size when par-
ticipants clicked the “too large” button was recorded as
the boundary eye size, and the session was completed.

Each participant first completed a baseline measure-
ment session. In the baseline measurement session, a
natural face N5 with 100% eye size served as the adapta-
tion stimulus. The size of the test stimulus (N5) was
initialized randomly within a range of 100% to 105%.

The aftereffect measurement session started immedi-
ately after the baseline measurement session. The adap-
tation stimulus was an artificial face A5 with 150% eye
size for half the participants (artificial face adaptation
condition), and a natural face N5 with eyes hidden (eyes
hidden condition). The size of the test stimulus (N5)
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was initialized to a size that was 12.5% smaller than each
participant’s boundary eye size in the baseline measure-
ment session.

4.2 Results and Discussion

Figure 5 shows the mean aftereffect magnitudes
for the artificial face adaptation and the eyes hidden
conditions; both yielded aftereffect magnitudes signifi-
cantly different from zero [M � 6.5, SD � 4.5, t(23) �

7.06, p � .001, Cohen’s d � 1.44; and M � 2.6, SD �

4.5, t(23) � 2.83, p � .01, Cohen’s d � 0.58, respec-
tively]. These results suggest that adaptation to the eyes
in the test stimuli induced an aftereffect in the eyes hid-
den condition, and the same was true for the artificial
face adaptation condition. However, the artificial face
adaptation condition yielded a significantly higher after-
effect magnitude than the eyes hidden condition
[t(46) � 2.97, p � .01, Cohen’s d � 0.86]. Therefore,
the aftereffect induced in the artificial face adaptation
condition is attributable not only to the test stimuli, but
also to the artificial adaptation stimulus. Therefore, we
successfully identified a condition in which an artificial

adaptation stimulus was able to induce the eye size af-
tereffect for natural test stimuli. Together with the re-
sult of the natural face adaptation condition in Experi-
ment 2, the results of Experiment 3 support the
hypothesis that natural and artificial faces engage com-
mon perceptual mechanisms.

The results of Experiment 3 cannot be explained by
assuming that the artificial face A5 had a relatively high
degree of realism and it was processed as a natural face.
In our preliminary experiment, most participants did
not judge A5 as a human face (refer to Figure A2 in the
Appendix). Furthermore, when A5 and N5 were used as
stimuli with huge eyes in our previous study (Seyama &
Nagayama, 2007), N5 produced an uncomfortable (un-
pleasant) impression, but A5 did not. Therefore, it is
concluded that A5 had a sufficiently low degree of real-
ism.

5 General Discussion

The present study demonstrated that prolonged
observation of faces with huge eyes induced a tendency
to underestimate eye size, which is called the eye size
aftereffect. The results indicated that the eye size afteref-
fect transferred between natural and artificial faces (Ex-
periments 2 and 3). This finding supports the hypothe-
sis that natural and artificial faces engage common
perceptual mechanisms. Therefore, we may understand
the perception and cognition of artificial faces based on
psychological findings about the perception and cogni-
tion of natural faces. For example, psychological studies
have revealed various factors that can influence the at-
tractiveness of natural faces, such as averageness
(Rhodes & Zebrowitz, 2002). Such findings might
serve as design principles for artificial faces.

The conclusion that natural and artificial faces engage
common mechanisms does not imply that human ob-
servers respond to natural and artificial faces in exactly
the same manner. Thus, not all findings regarding natu-
ral faces would be directly applicable to artificial faces.
As exemplified by the uncanny valley, natural and artifi-
cial faces may produce different perceptual responses
under various conditions. Furthermore, artificial faces

Figure 5. Mean magnitudes of the eye size aftereffect obtained in

Experiment 3. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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can have visual features that natural faces never possess
(e.g., perfect lateral symmetry). Thus, findings related
to natural faces do not provide clues to understanding
the perceptual influences of visual features that are
unique to artificial faces. As such, future studies should
clarify the unique aspects regarding the perception of
artificial faces, and investigate the perceptual differences
between natural and artificial faces. In doing so, how-
ever, we do not need to assume that natural and artifi-
cial faces are processed by different mechanisms. Future
studies could investigate the nature of the processing of
artificial faces based on the assumption that artificial
faces belong to a subcategory of natural faces. For ex-
ample, Seyama and Nagayama (2007) have suggested
that the uncanny valley reflects a perceptual tendency in
which the impact of visual features that can potentially
induce uncomfortable feelings are reduced in faces with
lower degrees of realism. This perceptual tendency for
artificial faces can be interpreted as a response character-
istic of the human brain to variations of “natural” faces.

The conclusion that natural and artificial faces engage
common mechanisms validates using artificial faces as
experimental stimuli for investigating human observers’
responses to natural faces. However, we should be care-
ful in choosing between natural and artificial face stimuli
for future research. The results of Experiment 1 showed
that artificial adaptation stimuli did not induce the eye
size aftereffect, although they can potentially induce the
aftereffect as shown in Experiment 3. This suggests that
artificial faces induce weaker perceptual responses than
natural faces, at least under experimental conditions
similar to the present study. Thus, the use of natural
face stimuli may be desirable for stably observing certain
perceptual phenomena. However, the results of the
present study do not exclude the possibility that artificial
faces evoke perceptual responses that are stronger than,
or equivalent to natural faces under other conditions.
Bailenson et al. (2004) tested the equivalence of virtual
busts and analog facial photographs of real people as
stimuli for facial recognition studies. Virtual busts are
photogrammetrically produced 3D representations of
faces that are highly similar to the original, natural faces.
They showed that virtual busts yielded recognition per-
formance that were comparable to analog photographs,

and both types of stimuli were similarly influenced by
the viewing angle (Troje & Bülthoff, 1996). However,
in their study, the recognition performance for virtual
busts was about 10% less than that for analog photo-
graphs. Whether a 10% difference is negligible or not
depends on the purpose of the research in which virtual
busts are used as stimuli. Therefore, researchers still
need to choose appropriate experimental stimuli
through a process of trial and error.

It has been shown that the perception of faces evokes
event-related potentials (ERP) in magnetoencephalo-
grams (MEG) and electroencephalograms (EEG) at
around 170 ms after the onset of the facial stimuli, and
such responses are thought to be associated with the
fusiform face area (FFA; Sadeh, Zhdanov, Podlipsky,
Hendler, & Yovel, 2008). An MEG study found that
artificial faces evoked responses in the FFA (at 165 ms)
in a similar manner as natural faces (Hadjikhani,
Kveraga, Naik, & Ahlfors, 2009). The artificial faces
used in their study were face-like objects such as outlets
(Robert & Robert, 2000). Since the artificial faces used
in the present study were much more similar to natural
faces, they would also be likely to evoke similar MEG
responses. Their finding suggests that artificial faces are
perceived as faces at a relatively early processing stage,
rather than that they are first perceived as general ob-
jects and then cognitively reinterpreted as faces at later
processing stages.

Obviously, natural and artificial faces are processed
within the same visual pathway at the very early stages,
such as V1. However, relatively high-level visual pro-
cessing needs to be taken into consideration to under-
stand the results of our study. Since the eye size of the
stimuli in our study implied a relative size in reference
to the face width, the eye size aftereffect may be in-
duced at the processing stage after the relative size of
the eyes is made available. In other words, the eye size
aftereffect has a tolerance for the change in the stimulus
size. Another study reported that the face distortion
aftereffect exhibited a tolerance for the change in the
stimulus size, and this tolerance was interpreted as evi-
dence for the involvement of relatively high-level visual
processing (Zhao & Chubb, 2001). Other researchers
suggested that high-level facial aftereffects may reflect
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shifts in the boundaries of facial categories (Ng, Boyn-
ton, & Fine, 2008). In our present study, participants
made categorical judgments about whether the sizes of
the eyes were normal or abnormal. Thus, the eye size
aftereffect may be interpreted as a shift in the categorical
boundary between normal and abnormal eye sizes.
Given that the eye size aftereffect reflects the adaptation
of high-level visual processing, it is likely that the under-
lying perceptual mechanism is a complex system consist-
ing of several subsystems. The results of the present
study do not necessarily exclude the possibility that nat-
ural and artificial faces are processed by different sub-
systems within the same complex system at a certain
processing stage.

Strictly speaking, our conclusion that natural and arti-
ficial faces engage common perceptual mechanisms is
applicable only for the processing stages that are respon-
sible for the induction of the eye size aftereffect. How-
ever, this conclusion is consistent with previous findings
that natural and artificial faces evoked comparable be-
havioral responses other than the eye size aftereffect.
Such findings involved, for example, gaze orienting
(Driver et al., 1999; Friesen & Kingstone, 1998), search
asymmetry in gaze direction (von Grünau & Anston,
1995), the face inversion effect (Yin, 1969), the face
distortion aftereffect (Morikawa, 2005), the happy face
advantage in recognition speed (Leppanen & Hietanen,
2004), and the threat advantage in the visual search for
faces (Horstmann, 2007).

Nevertheless, we need to interpret how natural and
artificial faces are processed differently by the common
mechanisms. Past studies on the uncanny valley showed
that facial abnormalities were processed inefficiently for
artificial faces. In addition, the present study showed
that the eye size aftereffect was not induced when artifi-
cial faces were used as adaptation stimuli under the con-
ditions of Experiments 1 and 2, although artificial faces
were able to probe the eye size aftereffect when they
were used as test stimuli (Experiment 2). In Experi-
ments 1 and 2, a 60 s adaptation phase was sufficient for
natural faces to induce the eye size aftereffect. However,
in Experiment 3, a 120 s adaptation phase was necessary
for artificial faces to induce a significant aftereffect.
These findings consistently suggest that the human vi-

sual system is not optimized for the processing of artifi-
cial faces.

The relational information among facial features is
called the configural information. Researchers have as-
sumed that faces engage both a configural processing
mechanism, which processes the relational information
configurally (or holistically as a gestalt), and a featural
processing mechanism, which processes facial features
analytically (Macho & Leder, 1998; Maurer et al.,
2002). In our present study, the eye size implied rela-
tional information, because it was defined as the relative
size of the eyes with reference to the face. Thus, the eye
size aftereffect can be viewed as calibration (or renor-
malization) of the configural processing mechanism.
The inefficiency of the artificial adaptation stimuli in
inducing the eye size aftereffect can be explained by the
assumption that the configural processing mechanism is
not optimized for artificial faces.

A developmental study of infants (Schwarzer &
Zauner, 2003) showed that infants perceived faces con-
figurally when the faces were highly photorealistic com-
puter graphics images (Blanz & Vetter, 1999), but ana-
lytically when the faces were simple line drawings with
lower degrees of realism. Their finding suggests that the
perception of artificial faces depends more on the fea-
tural processing mechanism than on the configural pro-
cessing mechanism, at least for infant observers. If the
same tendency remains for adults, then the perceptual
differences between natural and artificial faces may be
explained based on the difference in the dependency on
the configural and the featural processing mechanisms.
Although artificial faces (line drawings) can engage the
configural processing mechanism of adult observers
(Leder & Bruce, 2000), this does not necessarily imply
that artificial faces engage the adult configural process-
ing mechanism with the same efficiency as natural faces.

It should be emphasized that our assumption that the
configural processing mechanism was not optimized for
artificial faces does not imply that the configural pro-
cessing mechanism is completely useless for processing
artificial faces. It is possible that the configural process-
ing mechanism does work for artificial faces, but works
inefficiently. Inefficient processing should occur not
only when artificial faces are used as adaptation stimuli,
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but also when they are used as test stimuli. That partici-
pants were able to perform the task in Experiment 2
indicates that the configural processing mechanism was
able to derive the relative eye size from artificial test
stimuli. Inefficient processing may lead to lower accu-
racy and/or precision for the perception of artificial
faces. In fact, 6 of the 56 participants in Experiment 2
clicked the “not too large” button even when the eyes
of artificial test stimuli were enlarged to a size of 150%,
whereas none of the 50 participants in Experiment 1
clicked the “not too large” button when the eyes of nat-
ural test stimuli were enlarged to a size of 150%. Artifi-
cial faces may probably induce weak and/or unstable
neural responses in the configural processing mecha-
nism. We do not need to assume that the same level of
neural responses is required for the judgment of relative
eye size and the calibration of the configural mecha-
nism. The results of the present study suggest that al-
though the weak neural responses of the configural
mechanism were sufficient for the judgment of the rela-
tive eye size of artificial faces, they were not sufficient
for the calibration of the configural mechanism.

The familiarity of faces plays an important role in
facial perception and recognition. For example, the
perception and recognition performance for unfamil-
iar race faces are worse than for familiar race faces.
This phenomenon is called the other race effect
(Meissner & Brigham, 2001; Valentine, 1991; Walker
& Tanaka, 2003). Similarly, adults’ recognition per-
formance for children’s faces is worse than for adult
faces (other age effect; Kuefner, Macchi Cassia, Pi-
cozzi, & Bricolo, 2008), and is worse for monkey
faces than for human faces (other species effect; Pas-
calis et al., 2002). These effects may reflect the fact
that adult human observers are less familiar with faces
of other races, other ages, and other species than
faces of the same race, the same age, and the same
species (i.e., humans). An effect similar to the other
race effect may occur for artificial faces, since most
observers are less familiar with artificial faces than nat-
ural faces. Michel, Rossion, Han, Chung, and Caldara
(2006) suggested that unfamiliar race faces can en-
gage the configural processing mechanism, but they
do so less efficiently than familiar race faces. Given

that the artificial faces are processed in a similar man-
ner as unfamiliar race faces due to the low familiarity,
artificial face stimuli may engage the configural pro-
cessing mechanism less efficiently than natural face
stimuli.

The other race effect emerges as early as three years
of age (Sangrigoli & de Schonen, 2004), but it can
be modified based on later experience. For example,
Sangrigoli, Pallier, Argenti, Ventureyra, and de
Schonen (2005) reported that Asian adults who were
adopted by European Caucasian families in their
childhood showed the other race effect in the same
manner as Caucasian adults. The perceptual process-
ing for artificial faces may also be modified based on
familiarization with artificial faces. It has been sug-
gested that extensive familiarization enables observers
to process nonface objects, such as dogs (Diamond &
Carey, 1986) and lumpy-shaped novel objects called
“greebles” (Gauthier & Tarr, 1997), more configur-
ally. Furthermore, functional magnetic resonance im-
aging studies have reported that experts in greebles,
cars, and birds exhibited activity in the FFA while ob-
serving these nonface objects (Gauhiter, Tarr, Ander-
son, Skudlarski, & Gore, 1999; Gauthier, Skudlarski,
Gore, & Anderson, 2000). Therefore, it would not
be surprising that artificial faces, which are much
more similar to natural faces than greebles, are pro-
cessed configurally when they are observed by experts
in artificial faces, such as members of robotics labora-
tories, doll artists, and those addicted to virtual on-
line games. It would be interesting to investigate
whether artificial adaptation stimuli efficiently pro-
duce the eye size aftereffect for participants who are
experts in artificial faces.
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Appendix

The artificial face stimuli used in the main study
had the artificial texture of dolls, but had the shapes of
natural human faces. Such artificially textured and natu-
rally shaped faces had to be perceived as artificial faces
for the purpose of this study regardless of their natural
shapes. Therefore, a preliminary study was conducted to
confirm whether the artificial face stimuli were reliably
perceived as artificial faces.

Method

Participants

Participants were undergraduate students who
were taking introductory psychology courses and anon-
ymous volunteers. The total number of participants was
511 (387 females and 124 males, mean age 19.3 years).
They did not know the purpose of the study.

Stimuli

Stimuli were produced from eight photographs
of natural human faces and eight photographs of doll
faces (or masks), as shown in Figure A1. The human
faces and the doll faces were paired, and six of the
pairs (pair #1–6) were later used in the main study.
Using morphing software, we combined the shapes
and textures of natural and artificial faces to produce
four types of faces. They were naturally-textured and
artificially-shaped faces (NtAs faces), artificially-
textured and naturally-shaped faces (AtNs faces),
naturally-textured and naturally-shaped faces (NtNs
faces), and artificially-textured and artificially-shaped
faces (AtAs faces). NtNs faces and AtAs faces were
identical to the original photographs of natural and
artificial faces. The face types that were later used in
the main study were the NtNs faces and the AtNs
faces. The control points for warping the faces were
defined in the same manner as in the main study.

Figure A1. Stimulus faces used in the preliminary study. From top to bottom row, artificially-textured and artificially-shaped faces (AtAs),

artificially-textured and naturally-shaped faces (AtNs), naturally-textured and artificially-shaped faces (NtAs), and naturally-textured and

naturally-shaped faces (NtNs). From left to right, human-doll pair #1–8.
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Procedure

Participants observed the face images in random
order, and decided whether the faces were human or
doll. For faces that were judged as human, participants
also decided whether they were normal human faces or
abnormal human faces.

Results and Discussion

Figure A2 shows the percentages of participants
who judged the stimuli as human. There was a ten-

dency for faces with natural textures (NtNs and
NtAs) to be judged as human more frequently than
those with artificial textures (AtAs and AtNs). This
suggests that texture plays an important role in the
judgment of realism.

Shape information contributed mainly to the normal
versus abnormal judgment. NtNs faces were judged as
abnormal faces in only 2.4% of the cases, but when their
shapes were replaced with artificial shapes, they were
judged as abnormal faces in 92.4% of the cases (i.e.,
NtAs faces). However, shape information may also have
contributed to the realism judgment. Although NtNs
faces were judged as human in 99.4% of the cases, this
percentage dropped to 84.9% when their shapes were
replaced with artificial shapes (i.e., NtAs faces). On the
other hand, AtAs faces were judged as human in only
0.5% of cases, but this percentage increased to 4.2%
when their shapes were replaced with natural shapes
(i.e., AtNs faces). The percentages were significantly
different between NtNs and NtAs, and between AtAs
and AtNs (Fisher’s exact probability tests, ps � .01).

In the main study, AtNs faces were used as artificial
face stimuli. The results of this preliminary study sug-
gest that the degrees of realism for such artificial face
stimuli were higher than for AtAs faces. Nonetheless,
they were almost consistently judged as dolls. There-
fore, we concluded that using AtNs faces as artificial
stimuli was appropriate for the purpose of the main
study, which required face stimuli that were clearly per-
ceived as being artificial.

Figure A2. Percentages of participants (N � 511) who judged the

facial stimuli as human faces (normal human faces and abnormal

human faces).
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